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Abstract

Constraint-drivenCommunication Synthesisenables the automatic design ofthe communication architecttrreofa complex system
from a library ofpre-definedIntellectual Property (IP) components. The key communication parameters that govern all the point-to-
point interactions among.^stem modulesare captured as a set of arc constraintsin the communicationconstraint graph. Similarly, the
communicationfeatures offeredby each of the components available in the IP communication library are captured as a set offeature
resources together with its costfigures. Then, every communicationarchitecture that can be built using the available componentswhile
satining all constraints is implicitly comidered (as an implementation graph matdung the constraintgraph) to derive the optimum
designsolution with respect to the desiredcostfigure. The corresponding constrainedoptimization problemis efficiently solvedby a
novelalgorithm that uspresented here togetherwith its rigorous theoreticalfoundations.

1 Introduction

In this work we proposea novelapproach to design the commimication architecture for a systemofcomputational modules whose
interaction is specified from an abstract point of view as a collection of communication requirements on a set of point-to-point uni
directional "virtual"channels. By abstracting away the specific functionality of eachmodule, we can focus on exploring the various
commimication topologies that can be built composing a set of libraryelementsthat include"passiveelements"(links)as well as active
ones(repeaters, switches), eachof themcoming witha fixed cost function thatcaptures an application-specific optimality criterion. The
proposed approach lies on top of a mathematicalmodel that allows us to fully separate computational issues from communicationones.
While eachcomputational module actsonthedatastreams thattravel within thesystem (reading from input channels andwriting new
data onto the output channels according to its functionality) the communication elements limit themselves to transfer the data between
two points (the links), two receiveand re-transmitthe same data (repeaters)or to route in the properdirection (the switches). This clear
task division allowsus to focuson the complete exploration of all the possiblecommunication architecture topologies that can be built
composing these primitive building blocks.

In fact, we limit ourselves to three main composition types to physically implement the virtual channels: the segmentation of
long channels by inserting repeaters between shorter links, the duplication of bandwitdh-challenged channelsby addingextra parallel
links together with a pair of mux/demux switches, and the merging of distinct channels (which generally involves segmentation and
duplication). Different from previous approaches to the problem of communication synthesis, we rely on the definition of a fine-
grain librarywhose elements are combined to derivea communication topology that tightlymatch the system structure. The proposed
algorithm discards all the sub-optimal local solutions, while generating a core set of candidate channel implementations fromwhich it
picksthe optimum-cost subsetbasedon the librarycost functions. By composing this subsetthe algorithm returnsthe detailed topology
of the final optimum-costarchitecture that is guaranteed to satisfy all the original requirements.

1.1 Related Work

Among the several releted papers published in recent years, the authors of [4] split the development of the communication architec
ture in two steps: channel binding and channel mapping. The former binds virtual communication units to high-level communication
channels, while the latterassociates to eachunita tree of altemative physical implementations froma library. Thena depth-first search
strategy is used toderive an optimal solution. In [8]and [9] the design of thecommunication architecture is donewithan exploration of
different solutions validated by a fast performance simulation that is based ona detailed characterization of thelibrary components The
focus of [13] is on interface synthesis among processing elements thatcommunicate on a bus-based architecture. Theauthors of [11]
assume thatthe network topology is given andfind an eflicient physical implementation thatallows to achieve veryhighperformance by



Figure 1: Abstract model of conimimicationrequirements.

sending control signals and deadlines onthedelivery ofthemessage inadvance to thecorresponding data. The approach of[2] issimilar
to theoneof the present work altough specialized to ATM networks: theproblem is to select thetopology of a network composed of
linksspecified ina library withtheirspeed andcost. Different from ourapproach thispaperassumes thatthelocation ofthe intermediate
communication nodes is fixed and the optimization is limited to link selection.

2 Communication Constraint Graphs

The abstract modelto specify a communication system is represented in Figure I and consists of a set of computational modules
communicating through point-to-point unidirectional communication 'Virtual" chaimels that are connected to the modules by means
of input/output ports. A module maycommunicate withanother module through multiple unidirectional chaimels (inbothdirections).
For each entering (leaving) chaimel connected to the module there is a corresponding dedicated input (output) port. Communication
requirements are specified for eachchannel as a set of two parameters: the distance to be covered and the required bandwidth. Our
intent is to use this model as a basic common starting point to define the communication specifications of various kinds of systems,
such as a "System-on-Chip", a multi-chip multi-processor system, or a local area network (LAN). Naturally, the basic model will be
appropriately extended/refined for eachparticular application. For instance, in case of a "System-on-Chip", a channel couldrepresent
the setof wires implementing theaddress busthata processor usesto access a cachememory anda certain required chaimel bandwidth
could be specified in gigabyte persecond. Furthermore, foreachportofevery computational module onthechipa certain location could
be specified, thusmaking it possible to compute the Manhattan distance between anytwo communicating ports. Onthe otherhand, if
we are studying how to implementa LAN and we want to evaluatewhether to realize it as a fiber-optic network or a wirelessnetwork,
(or a combination of the two), the set of channelscouldjust captureall the specified links amongthe clientsand the servers. Here the
Euclidean distance among all these components couldbe sufficient, while foreachchannel, the bandwidth isusually specified in gigabit
per second.

Independently from the specific application, we follow theprinciple of orthogonalization of concerns [1,7] andweuniquely derive
fromthe networka communication constraintgraph that allowsus to focus on the design of the communication arcliitecture whiledisre
garding the functionality ofeachcomputational module inthesystem. Working withtheconstraint graph, wedefine theconstraint-driven
communication synthesis problem as the task of finding the communication architecture whichsatisfies all the constraints specified as
commimication requirements on the channels,while minimizinga predefinedcost functionthat capturesan optimality criterion which
must be defined for the specific application.

Definition 2.1 A communication constraint graph, or simply constraint graph, Q = G{V,A) is a directed graph, where each vertex v
is associated to a port of computational module of the system and each directedarc a (also called, simply, constraint arc^ represents
a point-to-point communication channel between two modules. A position p{v) is assigned to each vertex v € F, while thefollowing
quantities are associated to each directed arc a = (m, v) and referred to as arc properties;

• d{a): arc length (or, distance^ between vertex u and vertex v.

• b{a): communication bandwidth on the constrained arc a.

The right-end side of Figure I illustrates the communication constraint graph that is derived from the network on the left-end side. The
previousdefinition doesn't specifywhether the position of the vertices shouldbe consideredon the planeor in space,nor which type of
distance is used to computethe arc length. However, for all arcs a = («, v) in the graph, the valuesof d{a) must be consistentwith the
positions p{u) and p(v). For instance, in the case of a "System-on-Chip",the position of vertex v (corresponding to a module port) will
be given by its coordinatesp{v) = (.v,,y,.) and the length of the arc a = («,v) may be computed using the Manhattandistance between
the coordinatesof its two verticesa = |-t„ —.r,.| -t- [v„ —yv|. In the sequel, we will rely on the notion ofgeometricnorm ||;j(m)—p(v)|| to
identify the generic distance between two vertices u, v €



The set of all arc properties (lengths and bandwidths) represent the set of design constraints that need to be satisfied while deriving a
communication architecture that implements all point-to-point communication channels of the system. As discussed in the introduction,
we assume that this communication architecture is realized by putting together elements taken from a communication library. In
particular, the library may contain several kinds of communication links, repeaters, and switches. For instance, a communication link
guarantees that a certain flow of information can be transferred with up to a specified bandwidth between two ports as long as they lie
within a specified distance. Examplesof communication links are opticalfiberconnections, wirelesslinks, or metal lines on a chip that
can sustain up to a certain bandwidth given a certain distance. A repeater is used to connect to links (that are able to sustain a certain
bandwidth) to cover a distance that they wouldnot to be able to coverstand-alone. A switch, whilebeing able to act as a repeater,
enables the connection of multiple links that sharea specified bandwidth. A multiplexer is a switchthat takesmultiple incoming links
and "merges" them into one outgoing link whose bandwidth is larger than the sum of the incoming one. A de-multiplexer does the
inverse function. In the sequel we define more formally the notionof communication library and weshowhow putting together these
basic elements and defining a fewsimple operation to combine them we are able to builda rich set of heterogeneous communication
architectures having various topologies and bandwidth characteristics.

Definition 2.2 A conununicationlibrary L —LUN is a collection ofcommunication links and communication nodes. Each link I &L
in the library is characterized bya set ©/"link properties."

• d{l) : the link length (or, distance^ corresponds to thelength of the longest communication channel thatcanbe realized bythis
link.

• b{l): the link bandwidth corresponds to the bandwidth ofthefastest communication channel that can berealized bythis link.

c{l) : the link cost isafigure (the lower the better) d^ned with respect to the other links in the library based onan optimality
criterion that may vary with the type ofapplication.

The set ofcommunication nodes N can beportioned in 2 duitinct subsets Nr,Ns to distinguish repeatersfromswitches. Eachcommuni
cation node n£N has a cost c{n).

Therealization ofa communication architecture thatsatisfies the requirements specified by a constraint graph canbemodeled as a
setofgraph transformations (including theaddition ofnew arcs and vertices). This leads ustodefine anew graph, called implementation
graph whose setofvertices isanextension ofthesetof vertices oftheconstraint graph. Inparticular, each vertex intheimplementation
graph is eithera "computational vertex" (corresponding to a vertex in the original constraint, i.e. a port of a computational module of
theoriginal system) ora newly added "communication vertex", corresponding toaninstance ofa communication node from thelibrary.
Also, every arc in the graph is mapped to a library link.

Definition 2.3 Apath q = {v\,a\,V2,a2,...,VQ-\,aQ-\,VQ) ofa graph G= G{V,A) isan alternating sequence ofdistinct vertices and
arcsin G, with V{q, G) andA{q, G) denoting respectively the setofvertices andarcstouched byq. Furthermore, wedefine thesub-path
ofpup tovertexvj € V{q.G) assub{q,vj) = {v\,ai,v2,a2,... ,aj-i,Vj). Asfor anarcwecandefine thefollowing peXti properties:

• (length): d{q) = d[ai).

• (bandwidth): b{q)=rmi(i^^ e-l)(Mo/))-

• (cost): c{q) = c(o/).

where c{ai) denotes thecostofan ate as it specified in thefollowing definition.

Definition 2.4 Given a constraint graph Q= G{V.A) anda communication library L —L\jN, an implementation graph =•
G{V' \JN',A') is a directed (possibly multi-)graph s.t.:

• for each verte.x in Vthere isa corre.sponding vertex in V andvice versa (and they have the same positions), i.e. there isa bijective
mappingfunction X'-V s.t. Vv e V, 3v' € F'(</ = x(v) Av= x~' (v')Ap{v) = p(v')).

• for each vertex inN' there isa corresponding communication node in N, i.e. there isa surjective mappingfunction
s.t. Vn' € N',3n € N{n = \;/(«'))- elements ofN' are called communication vertices.

• for each arc inA' there isa corresponding communication link in Landthey share the values oftheir properties, i.e. there is a
surjective mappingfunction if.A' -*L .s.t. Vo' e A'31 € L{1 = <|)(a') Ad{a') = d{l) Ab{a') = h[l)Ac{a') = c{l).

• for each arc a = («, v) in the constraint graph there isa setofpaths T{a) in the implementation graph connecting x(m) to x(v)
withoutpas.sing through any other computational vertex (but only, possibly, through communication vertice,s) thattogether .satisfy
the bandwidth constraint h{a) as the .sum ofthe bandwidth b{q) ofeach path q e T. Formally, Va = (u,v) € ^,3iP(a) € s.t.
yq= {n\,...,nQ) € {P:
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Figure 2: Examples ofarc segmentationand duplication.

1. ni = X(")A/10 = x(v)AVw e [2,0- l](/i„ € N').
2.

The set of paths (P{a) is called the constraint arc implementation (or. simply, arc implementation^ and its cost is C(lP(fl)) =
liqe'pcig).

Definition 2.5 The cost ofan implementation graph Q' isdefined as ';

c{g')= Xc(/i')+5;^(«')
n'ew a'eA'

where c{n')= c(\)/(/i')) and c{n')are as ofdefinition 2.4.

(1)

Generally, fora given library therearemany possible implementation graphs thatsatisfy therequirements expressed bytheconstraint
graph whilehaving different costs. In particular, oneimplementation graph,calledthe optimum point-to-point implementation graph, is
guaranteed to existand it is derived by implementing a single arc constraint independently fromall the otherspresent in the constraint
graph.

Definition 2.6 Given a constraint graph Q = G{V,A) and a communication library L = LKJN, a optimum point-to-point implementa
tion graph L) = G{V' UN',A') is an implementation graphsuch that"ia-, € G, has theminimum costC(iP(a/)) while being
subject to the constraint that:

n 2'(''/)=0.
fli€G

i.e. its arc implementations are disjoint.

The following definition givesa characterization of all possible structures for the arc implementations in an optimum point-to-point
implementation graph (see also figure 2).

Definition 2.7 Given a constraint graph Q = G(y,A) a communication libraryL = L\JN, and an implementation graph Q'{Q,L) =
G{y'\JN',A') thearc implementation T{a) ofa(u,v) € /I iscalled:

• an arc matching iff T[a) = {/> = (x("))X(W)}' implementation corre.^ponds to exactly one library link.

• a K-way arc segmentation iff T{a) = {p = (x(u),/ii,...,/i/c-i,x(v))},V/: € [1,/;^- l](/ii € N'). i.e. the implementation corre
sponds to the concatenation ofK library links interleaved by k— 1 repeaters.

• a K-way arc duplication iff iP(a) = {pi = (x("))X(W)' •••'Fx = (X(")»X(^))}' ' implementation corre.sponds to placing K
library links in parallel.

Clearly, the optimum point-to-point implementation graph can be seen as the representation of a commimication architecture that is
built considering sequentially the implementation of each constraint arc a as a stand-alone task, performed according to the following
steps:

'Notethatthe"computational vciticcs" in Varcnotpart ofthecostequation, they may bethough as having null cost.



1. if it exists, the mininiiiin cost link / in the librarythat satisfies the constraints d{l) > d{a)Ab{l) > b{a); if such a linkexists an
arc matching is the desired arc implementation

2. ifd{I) < d{a) for all library links / (while b{l) > b{a) issatisfied bysome /),then arc segmentation will lead toanimplementation.

3. conversely, if b{l) < b{a) foralllibrary links / (while d{l) > d{a) forsome /), then arcduplication will lead toanimplementation.

4. in case bothconstraints cannot be satisfied by any link in the library, then a combination of arc segmentation and arc duplication
will lead to an implementation..

Lemma2.1 Forall constraint graphs Q= G{V,A) and all communication librariesL = L\JN, there exists an optimum point-to-point
implementation graph Q'{Q,L) = G{V'UN\A') andC(Q') = c{n') + c{a') = Xoei C(iP(fl)).

On the other hand, by analyzingthe definition of implementation graph it is clear that some of its arc implementations may share
paths (i.e. linksand/or communication vertices). In fact, in general the costof an implementation graph is smaller thanthe sumof the
costs of its arc implementations, i.e., re-considering equation 1, we have:

C(g') = X C{n') + X <;("') < X ccs-W) (2)
/i'€JV il'e-4' aeA

As a consequence, we are forced to analyzethe interactions betweenpoint-to-point constraintarc implementations and the task of
finding the optimum implementation graph becomes more challenging.

Definition 2.8 Given a constraint graph Q= G(V,A) a communication library L = L\JN, andan implementation graph G'{Q,L) =
G{V'uN',A'). theunionofK €i^,\A^arc implementations T{a\),... ,T(at:) is calledaK-v/zy dxcmsxgmgwhen^q* s.t. n£l ^{ok) =
q*. The pathq*. whose bandwidth b{q*) > max(;t=i....jc){^(fl*)} ^ called the common path ofthe merging transformation.

Observe that, as specified in Definition 2.4, an arc implementation !P(a) is a set of paths connecting the source computational
vertex to the sink one without passing through any other computational vertex, but only, possibly, through communication vertices.
When T{a) is not part of a K-way merging, these communication vertices, if present, are necessarily associated to library repeaters
used to concatenate library links. When, instead, it is part of a K-way merging, some communication vertices must correspond to
libraryswitches that multiplex/de-multiplex the commonpath bandwitdh to satisfy the bandwidthrequirements of all the elementsof
the merging.

After considering the possibility of K-v/aymergings, it becomes natural to definea constrained optimizationproblem aimed to find
that implementationgraph whose cost (expressedas the sum of the cost of all its componentsmapped to a library element) is minimum.

Problem 2.1

Given: a constraint graph G = G(V,A)and a conununication library L = LUN

Minimize: the cost C(^')

Over all: implementation graphs —{V \JN'.,A') of Q.

Clearly, this problem can be seen as a special case of 0-1 integer linear programming (ILP).
In the .sequel, we will present an exact algorithm to find the solution of this constrained optimization problem when the following

assumption holds:

Assumption 2.1 Given a constraint graph G = G{y,A) and a communication library L = L\JN. for each constraint arc a = (w, v),
C(iP(fl))>0 andfor all pairs ofarcs a = (u. v),a' = («', i/) € /I andfor all corresponding minimum-co.st constraint arc implementations
^P{a),(P{a'):

ma) < d{a')Ab{a) < b{a')) ^ {C(!P(a)) < C{(PW))) (3)

This assumption is justified from a practical point in most application domains: for instance an optical fiber supporting a given bandwitdh
is priced per meter; similarly, for radio link covering a fixed distance the higher is the desired bandwith the more expensive is the cost
of the equipment.

3 Solving the Constrained Optimization Problem

To solve exactly the constrained optimization problem defined in the previous .section we developed an algorithm that is ba.sed on a
sequence of two steps, namely local solution generation and global solution derivation:

^Scealso(heassumption 2.1 defined below.



1. We efficiently generate the set S ofall those alternative distinct implementations ofeach arc inthe constraint graph that are not
"dominated" by other less expensive implementations. The set S includes all \A\ arc implementations in the optimum point-to-
point implementation graph (see definition 2.6) together with aminimal set ofarcs implementations that are built applying Ar-way
arcmergings (ke [2, |i4|]) (possibly combined with some arc segmentation/duplication). The elements of5 aresaid "local" since
they generally provide an implementation only for a subset of the constraint arcs, and, in the case of {k = |.4|)-way mergings
(where all arcs are implemented), the implementation may only represent a "local minimum" that isencountered while searching
the whole solution space.

2. After computing thecost ofeach element ofS, wesolve aninstance oftheweighted Unate Covering Problem(UCP) ^tofind that
subset of4^ providing theminimum cost global implementation for allarcs ofthe constraint graph.

When combined, thetwo steps correspond to implicitly considering allpossible communication sub-architectures that can begenerated
by putting together communication library components while being compatible with the requirements of the constraint graph. To
be effective, this approach must rely onthe ability of generating the smallest possible set of local solutions S that must necessarily
be considered to guarantee that the entire solution space is explored as part of the exact search of the global optimum. One could
naively think to generate all possible solutions and leave the responsibility of finding the global optimum to state-of-the-art UCP
solvers [3,6, 10], which provide sophisticated techniques to prune away suboptimal local solutions. In practice, thiswould tumoutto
be quite expensive from a computational point-of-view during bothsteps. Instead, wewillpresent herea setof theoretical results that
guide us during thefirst step, enabling thepruning ofmany useless branches during thesearch ofthetightest S.

Since, theproliferation of alternative arcimplementations (ontopof those of theoptimum point-to-point implementation graph) is
dueto the possibility of realizing AT-way arc merging implementations, it is naturalto focus on defining criteriathat establish whena
subset ofK arcs should not be merged.

Definition 3.1 Let Q= G(y,A) bea constraint graph andL = L\JN a communication library. Also \/k6 (2, \A\ —I], letA^ denote a
subset ofAhaving cardinality \A^\ = kand the vertices connected by the arcs ofA^. Let = G{V^,A^) be theprojection ofQonto
Af. A^ is said to be t-way mergeable iff the union ofthe arc implementations ofthe minimum-cost implementation graph ^*(^*, L) of

is a k-waymerging. Theset ofsets ofk-way mergeable arcs is denoted as

The following lemma provides a sufficient condition to detect whena pair of arcs is not 2-way mergeable. As forall the remaining
results in this section, this condition is validindependently from the characteristics of the chosen communication library L = L\JN,a&
long as the library satisfiesAssumption 2.1.

Lemma 3.1 LetA^ = {a,a'} CAbea subset ofm'o arcs a= (u, v),a' = {i/y) ofa constraint graph Q= G{V,A}. Then,

{d{a) d{a') < \|p(u) -p(w')j| -h ||p(v) -p{v')\\)}=^A^^M'̂
Proof. [By contradiction]. Let us assume A^ € 9i/[^ and prove that this implies that ||p(u) —p{i/)\\-\- ||p(v) —/?(v')|| < d{a) -bd{a').
Foranylibrary X, let L) = G(y UN,A)be the graph implementation corresponding to the generic 2-way merging illustrated in
Figure 3,where F = {u,v,u',v'} N = {x,y} and A' = {(u,x),(y,v),(u',x),(y,\/),(x,y)}. Graph has cost:

C(^) = C(2'((«,X))) +C{!P{{«',a:))) + C{'i'{(v.v))) + C('P(Cv. v'))) +C(!P((.v,v)))

Instead, let be the optimum point-to-point implementation graphmade of the arc implementations !P(a),!P(a') and cost
C(^*) = C(!P{a))-hC(iP(a')). Bydefinitions.! ofS-way mergeability,=» C(g') < C(^*). Therefore, since C({P(x,y)) > 0,
we have that

C(iP((«,j:))) +C{!P((./,.v))) +C(n(v, V))) +C(2'((>.,v'))) < C(5'{fl)) +C(!P(y))

Recalling Assumption 2.1 on the library L and considering that the bandwidth constraints b(a).b(a') mu.st be satisfied by both imple
mentations, the previous inequality on the costs translates on the following inequalities on the distances:

d((u,x))-i-d((u\x)) + d((y,v)) +d(Cv,v')) <d(a)+d(a')

which, by the triangular inequality of the distance, implies that l|p(i/) —p(m')II + llp(v)- p(v') < d(a)+d(a'). •
The following lemma can be seen as an extension of the result of the previous lemma to the case of k arcs because it provides a

sufficient condition that guarantees that they are not A'-way mergeable.

Lemma 3.2 LetA^= {a\,...,ak} QA hea.suh.setofkarcsa\ —(wi.vi),...,= {uk,vk) ofa constraint graph Q= G(y,A). Then,

(A - l) rf(ai)+

Proof. [By contradiction]. Let usassume A'̂ € and prove that thisimplies:
/ *-i \ *-i

(A-1)•</(</*)+ ^d{ai) > X il/'("'l-/»K)ll + ll/'(»'i)-/'(^>)ll (4)
\ 1=1 / <=1

•'This problem c.nn beseen .ns a matrix furmuialion oftheMINIMUM COVER problem |5|.



Figure 3: 2-way merge

Let q* = (j:,y) be the common path of the^-way merging for the arcs of A^. For each constraint arca/ = («/, v/) € A^, a necessary
condition to be part of the it-way merging is

d(ai) > d((u/,x))+d((y, v/)) (5)

Without loss ofgenerality, single outtheconstraint arcajt = {uk, vk) € ^4*. Then, sum both sides ofinequality (5)for allother it— 1arcs
fli,... ,ak-i. Finally,sum (^ —1) times to both sides of the resulting inequalitythe correspondingsides of inequality (5) written for arc
Ok. By applyingthe triangularinequalityto the Ok-i pairs of distancesd{{ui,x)) +d{(y,vi)) with respect to the positionof the nodes Uk
and Vk we obtain inequality (4). •

Thefollowing theorem guarantees thatif anarca cannotbepartof anyAr-way merging thenit alsocannotbepartofany {k-\- A)-way
mergings withAe [A:+ 1,|i4|].

Theorem 3.1 Let Q = G(F,A) be a constraint graph. Then, for all arc a€A

{VA€ [2,1^1 -2],C^ \ {a}, (^*"1 U{a} ^
=» {VA€ [K\A\-i]yA^ <ZA\{a}{A^\J{a}

Proof. Let >4* c .4 \ {a} be an arbitrary set ofkconstrained arcs ofQthat doesn't contain a = («,v) and let A '̂̂ ^ =A^U {a}. Let's
considerall k distinctsubsets that containsa. For for each of these subsets, we apply Lemma 3.2 to write the condition that
excludes its A-way mergeability:

(A-I)-i/(a)-|-(i/(a2)+ - +rf(fl*)) <

< WpM -pWH + •••+ l|p(w*) -/'("jll +
+ IIP(V2) -p(v)|| + •••+ ||/7(v^) -p(v)ll)

(A-l)-</(a) + (</(ai)+ - +i/(a;t_,)) <

+ll/'(vi)-p(v)|| + -" + ||p(v;l_,)-p(v)|l)

By sununing the conesponding sides of the k— 1 inequalities, we obtain:

t{t-l)-d(o) + (i-i)-(d(o,)+-+dK)) <

< (i'- l)l|p("l)-p(")ll + "- + (A-- l)||p(«;t)-p(u)|| +
+(A-i)||p(v,)-p(v)|| + ... + (A-l)||pK)-p{v)||)

If we divideboth sidesof the previousinequalityby A—1,a quantitygreaterthan zero, and we recall lemma3,2, we obtainthe condition
that guarantees that y4*'*'' isnot (A+ I)-way mergeable. Due to the arbitrary choice ofthe set ^4*, we have proven that

{Va4* Ca4 \{a}, (a4* U{fl} ^JW*) }
This corresponds to the thesis for the case A= A. The corresponding result for all A€ [A+ l,|y4| —1] can be obtained by applying
recursively the same procedure. •

Given a constraint graph Q = G(y,A) and a communication libraryL = LXJN, the following result providesa sufficient condition
toestablish that a subset A^ ofAisnot A-way mergeable, i.e., formally, that .4* ^



Figure 4: Example of split in a k-way merge

Theorem 3.2 Let CA be a subset of karcs a\ =
L = LUNbe a communication library. Then.

,ak= {uk,vk) ofa constraint graph Q = G(V,A) and

Proof. Figure 4 helps to understandthe proof. By hypothesis, the common path ofany possible A:-way merging must be decoupled in at
least 2 arcs a, a' with /i = ({)(a) = max/gi(/). Without loss of generality, let ai be the arc carrying the minimum bandwidth constraint
within i4*, i.e. ai = minygjijtj {b{uj,vj}. We consider two cases;

1. Assume that the inequality is in fact an equation. This means that we can separate the implementation along the dotted line t,
as shown in Figure 4-(b), and derive an implementation composed by a path from a\ source vertex to a\ destination vertex that
includes a', together with a (A;— 1)-way merging for the other constraint arcs. The cost of the implementationofa\ is greater or
equal than its point-to-point minimum-cost implementation, because the latter has necessarily a smaller distance to cover while
the bandwidth is the same (recall ass 2.1). Therefore the ^-way merging has a cost that is greater than the direct implementation
of the link with the minimum bandwidth plus a (A: —i)-way merging of the other hnks (Figure 4-(c)).

2. If the hypothesis is an inequality, then two situations may occur: the first, trivial, happens when there are no links in the library
that match bandwidth b{a\). This is the same as the case already discussed. Instead, when there are r arcs implementations
sharing a', we can ideally separate the merging into two implementationsalong the dotted line t. Hence, we can divide the arcs
into to setsA*" andA^~'' s.t. A*" \JA'̂ ~'' = A^ andA*" = 0. Again, twosituations mayhappen: the twoset are respectively
r-way mergeable and (Ar —r)-way mergeable The implementation of the two sets separately has a cost less than or equal to the
A--way merging ofA'' and, bydefmition, this means that A'' is not A-way mergeable. If instead, at least one ofthetwo sets is not
mergeable, say /C, this means that the point-to-point implementation of its arcs has a lower cost. Therefore the composition of
the implementation ofa'̂ with the (A:—r)-way merging ofA'̂ ~'' and r point-to-point implementations of the arcs ofA*" has a cost
lower than theA--way merging of/i*. Hence, A^ isnotA'-way mergeable. •

Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm to generate a minimal set of candidate arc implementations that is based on the above results.
First, it is convenient to define two distinct symmetric matrices (the Constrained Distance Sum Matrix T and the Merging Distance
SumMatrix A) to capture key quantities related to each pair of arcs in the constraint graph ^ = G{V, A). In particular, for any two arcs
Qi = (ui,Vi),aj = {uj,vj), r{ai,aj) = d{ai) + d{aj)andA(a/,ay) = ||p(w) —p(«')ll+llp(^) ~P(^')II- Notice thatsince thetwo matrices
are symmetric, we only need to scan the values of their upper diagonal part.

After having saved into S the optimum point-to-point arc implementation associated to each constraint arc (loop 5-8), the algorithm
proceeds by subsequently considering all possible A'-way mergings for incrementing value of A- (loop 15-36). Using the result of The
orem 3.1, as soon as no A'-way mergings are possible for an arc aj. the corresponding column (and row) is removed from the matrix
r (line 28). The algorithm leaves the main loop, when the set of columns of F becomes empty (line 31). In general, for any given
A', we iterate through the current set of columns of F (recall that each of them is associated to an arc that can still be part of a A'-way
merging) and, for each column a,, we considerate all possible sets of rows 1 (also associated to arcs) of cardinality k together with
aj as a potentially A'-way mergeable subset A^. If the pruning condition of Lemma 3.2 (line 19) is not satisfied as well as the one of
Theorem 3.2 (line 21),weare forced to include a possible A'-way merging of ^4* within S (lines 22-23). Instead, if thisis not thecase
for all /I*, weareallowed toavoid considering aj again. The algorithm terminates returning the set S ofcandidate arc implementations,
whose exact structures (i.e the exact topology, communication node position, number of links,...) are later obtained solving a simple
linear optimization problem, which computes also their costs. Finally, a unate covering matrix is built by associating to each row a
constraint arc, to each column a candidate implementation and setting each entry i,j to 1 if the implementation J implements the arc
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GenerateCandidateArcImplementations (Q. L)
{Compute setS ofcandidate arcimplementations}
J 0

{Getoptimum point-to-point arc implementations}
for all arc a € ^ do

rP(fl) findBestPointToPointlmplementation {a,L)

end for

{Find non-dominated candidate fr-way mergings}
B ComputeBandwidthVector (^)
r -<= ComputeConstrainedDistanceSumMatrix (^)
A^ ComputeMergingDistanceSumMatrix {Q)

1

foundCanditateMapping <= TRUE
while {foundCanditateMapping) do

for all colunm J € col(r) do
kWayMergingNotFound -4= TRUE
for all row subsets I = Q row(r) do

if (Z/=1 A[/,y] < sf=i r[i,y]) then
h„i„ 4= min{5[/],min,g(i.jt){J[i]}}
if (3/€ Ls.t.ib{l) +b„,i„) < lf=, B\i\ + B\j]) then

5 findKMergingImplementation{jJ)
kWayMergingNotFound -^= FALSE

end if

end if

end for

if {kfVavMergingNotFound) then
co/(r)^co/(r)\{y}

end if

end for

if co/(r) = 0 then
foundCanditateMapping <=FALSE

else

A* A* + 1

end if

end while

Figure 5: Algorithm to generate all candidate arc implementations.

1, to 0 otherwise. Each columns has also a weight corresponding to the implementation cost. Finally, the selection of the optimum
global solution corresponds to the solution of this instance of weighted Unate Covering Problem (UCP) and can be found by using
state-of-the-art UCP solvers [3, 6, 10].

4 Domain Application Examples

The algorithm presented in the previous section is illustrated here by means of two examples that are taken from different application
fields. The first example represents a simple wide-area network (WAN), while the second example shows how the current approach can
be adapted to attack the on-chip communication synthesis problem.

Figure 6-(a) reports the diagram ofa wide-area communication network, where the length ofthe arcs suggests that the"computationar'
nodes A,B,C are fairly close to each other as well as nodes D and E, while the two groups are separated by a distance which is rel
atively much laiger. We assume that every channel presents the same bandwidth requirement, namely \OMbps. Figure 6-(b) shows
the corresponding communication constraint graph where only the ports and the channels are retained. In this case, it is reasonable to
adopt the approximation that all the ports of a computation node have the same position. The library that is available for implementing
the communication architecture consists of two types of links, whose cost is a function of the supported channel length: a radio link
//• = (1 \Mhps, /, S2 X meter), and an optical link /„ = (1GhpsJ, $4 x meter). Table 1 and Table 2 report respectively the values of the
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Figure 6: Simple WAN and its Constraint Graph

0| 02 03 Oi 05 06 07 Ox

"1 10.38 14.05 102.02 105.18 103.61 8.60 8.60

"2 14.44 102.40 105.56 104.00 8.99 8.99

106.07 109.23 107.67 12.66 12.66

04 197.20 195.63 100.62 100.62

as 198.79 103.78 103.78

a„ 102.22 102.22

07 7.21

08

Table 1: Constrained Distance Sum Matrix F, with r(fl/,fly) = d{ai) + d{aj).

Constrained Distance Sum Matrix F and the MergingDistance Sum Matrix A expressed in kilometers.
By running the algorithm reported in Figure 5, it is easy to determine that arc ag is not mergeable with any other arc and, therefore,

will have to be implemented as a minimum-cost point-to-point link. Due to its distance, this links turns out to be the radio link. The
algorithm also determines that arc a-j cannot be involved in any 4-way arc merging (nor, therefore, in any A'-way mergings with k > 4).
Besides the 8 optimum-cost point-to-point implementations, the set S contains thirteen 2-way, twentyone 3-way, sixteen 4-way, and five
5-way candidate arc mergings. For each candidate implementation the following minimization problem is solved to derive its cost as
well as the position of its communication nodes, implementation:

Minimize: the cost C(.x)
Subject to: Kx = d

The K matrix is derived by writing the equation forcing that the sum of the lengths along .vand v axes must be equal to the difference
in position between source and destination points. Finally, after solving the weighted UCP, we leam that the minimum cost solution is
obtained by merging the arcs 04 with as and aa in an optical link and implementing each of the other arcs with a dedicated radio link.
The result is shown in Figure 7 where the dash-dot lines indicate a radio link and the solid line indicates an optical link.

If we change the application domain by moving to the problem of deriving an architecture for an on-chip communication network,
the characteristics of the constraints and the cost function are quite different. Still the proposed approach can be used to find for
instance the minimum number of repeaters (stateless buffers) that it is necessary to insert on a metal line while performing an optimum
segmentation using the notion of critical length (lent) as defined in [12], For this application, a first-cut library L can be considered as
composed by only one link (a metal wire of lenght lent that is only dependent on the technology process) and three communication nodes
(an inverter, a multiplexer and a de-multiple.xer, all optimally sized). By using the Manhattan distance as the appropriate measure for
the length of the links, the cost of each arc in the implementationgraph is given by [(|.y,. —x„| + Uv —yu\)/lcrit\• Figure 8-(a) illustrates
an example of this application, where we have studied the most critical channels on a multi-processor MPEG 4 decoder implemented
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0| 02 oj 04 "i OA 07 0*

a\ 9.05 14.05 102.02 97.02 102.40 200.09 200.17

"7 5 103.61 98.61 104.00 201.69 201.58

a-t 98.61 103.61 107.67 198.61 198.42

04 5 9.05 100.00 100.63

a< 5.38 103.07 103.78

OA 101.40 102.22

07 7.21

Ox

Table 2: Merging Distance Sum Matrix A, with A(a/,ay) = ||p(u)- p(«')11 +1|p(v) —p(v')
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Figure 7: Example 1: Implementation Graph

in a 0.18p technology. The final communicationarchitecture, reported in figure 8-(b), has a total number of 55 required rq)eaters (with
= 0.6mm). It is important to notice that this result is valid as long as the assumptionthat all links on the chip have a delay smaller

than the clock period. Naturally,with the advent of deep sub-micron (DSM) process technology (0.13p and below), this will be true for
fewerwires. Still the approach presented in this work can be combined with the recently proposed latency-insensitive methodology [1],
after making sure to define a cost function centered on the minimization of both stateless (buffers) and statefiil (latches)repeaters.

5 Conclusions

This paper introduces a novel algorithm for the automatic synthesis of a communication architecture among a set of computational
blocks once their relative positions and required pairwise communication bandwidth is provided. The algorithm is the result of a
new way ofmodeling the problem (embodied by the notion of communicationcostraint graph) and it is based on a series of theoretical
results that give simple conditionsto detect when a possible merging betweenpoint-to-point communicationchannelsshould be avoided
because it is guaranteed to be part ofa suboptimal solution.

Future work includes the extension to the case of statistical routing as well as to the case of shared use of resources. In the first
case a channel use probability could be specified for each distinct point-to-point communications. The algorithm should be modified
to consider their merging in case the available link bandwitdh is not fully exploited. The second case includes considering.limitations
in the number of library elements that can be deployed and/or their features (e.g. a switch that can not drive all its outgoing channels
simultaneously).
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